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Argument from Roman Law
in Current International Law:
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Randall Lesaffer*

Abstract
In his Private Law Sources and Analogies of International Law (1927), Hersch
Lauterpacht claimed that many rules and concepts of international law stemmed from
private law. He also showed that it was common practice in international adjudication and
arbitration to look for inspiration there. The rules of private law that had found their way to
international law were often common to the great municipal law systems. Many had their
origins in Roman private law. This article examines whether and how the International
Court of Justice has made use of Roman law rules and concepts. Roman law can be thought
to fulfil its role as a source of inspiration for international law in three ways. First, it might
have served as a direct historical source during the formative period of the modern law of
nations. Second, it might have served as an indirect historical source because of its enduring
impact on the great municipal law systems afterwards. Thirdly, it might still be considered
ratio scripta, the expression of a timeless and universal law. For the purpose of examining
which of these roles Roman law plays in the eyes of the ICJ, the analysis is restricted to two
examples of private law analogies: occupation of terra nullius and acquisitive prescription.

1 Introduction
The Law of Nations is but private law ‘writ large’. It
is an application to political communities of those
legal ideas which were originally applied to relations
between individuals.1
*
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These words of Thomas Holland were quoted by Hersch Lauterpacht (1897-1960)
at the beginning of his Private Law Sources and Analogies of International Law, first
published in 1927.2 In this book, his doctoral thesis, Lauterpacht showed that international law, doctrine as well as practice, largely drew on private law. Concepts and
rules that were common to the main – Western – municipal private law systems had
found their way into public international law. International tribunals and arbitral
bodies turned to private law for inspiration when existing international law did not
provide a satisfactory solution to the problem at hand. As Lauterpacht recognized,
many of these notions had their roots in Roman law.
Lauterpacht made a fundamental contribution to the debate on international law.
The practice of referring to private law refuted the positivist doctrine of state voluntarism. As positivism and state sovereignty gradually lost ground, the profile of
Lauterpacht’s argument was raised. But while, since 1927, there has been much
scholarly debate on private law analogies in general, the particular function of Roman
law has been less discussed. Most international lawyers take for granted that many
private law analogies stem from Roman law. In some particular cases, the bloodlines
have been exposed. But there has been little discussion on the role Roman law plays
in current international law as a source of inspiration, in other words, what the
argumentative value of it is.3
The purpose of this article is to assess the role that argument from Roman law plays
in current international legal practice. This will by done by analysing the practice of
the International Court of Justice since 1945. The discussion is limited to a few
instances of the use of Roman law which will be analysed in depth. In the practice of
the Court, territorial and boundary disputes hold an important place. The international
law of the acquisition of territory and the delimitation of international boundaries
makes use of several rules derived from Roman law. Two of those examples of argument
from Roman law will be assessed: occupation of terra nullius (Section 4) and acquisitive
prescription (Section 5). The argument will be limited to disputes concerning land.
But first, the various functions that Roman law can conceivably have in the formation and elaboration of international law have to be defined. As very little of relevance
has been added to Lauterpacht’s view on the use of Roman law argument, it is only
right to use his thoughts on the matter as a point of departure. To this, a more extensive
survey of the historical interaction between Roman and international law than
Lauterpacht provided will be added, which will lead us to a fine-tuning of Lauterpacht’s
views on the use of Roman law (Section 3). Before entering this discussion, Lauterpacht’s
thought on private law analogies in general needs to be clarified for two reasons
(Section 2). First, his references to Roman law are brief and largely implicit. One cannot
surmise Lauterpacht’s views on Roman law argument outside the context of his general theory of private law analogies. Second, whether one deems private law analogies
as fundamental as Lauterpacht did or not, it is only through the process of private law
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analogies that Roman law has a role to play in current international law and the
discussion on its role becomes relevant to the contemporary international lawyer.

2 Private Law Sources and Analogies of International Law
Lauterpacht’s Private Law Sources and Analogies read like an impressive catalogue of
private law concepts and rules which had been transposed to the law of nations. The law
of treaties was tributary to contract law. The rules governing the acquisition of territory
found their origins in property law. State responsibility was twin to torts law, while institutions, such as prescription, mandate, servitude, lease as well as the basic concepts of
international procedural law, stemmed from Roman law and later private law systems.
Lauterpacht not only listed private law analogies, he also staunchly defended and
promoted their use. For him, the historical and contemporary practice of turning to
private law served as a strong rebut against mainstream positivism of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. It was no surprise to him that the majority of international
lawyers denied the significance of private law analogies and turned a blind eye to
them. The widespread use of private law in international legal practice struck at the
heart of the positivistic bulwark in two different ways.
First, the practice refuted voluntarism, the claim that treaties and custom were the
only existing sources of international law. Only through their consent – in treaties or
custom – could states be bound to international law. Reference to private law rules
and concepts was ‘likely to subject the sovereign will of States to rules which have
never received their express consent’.4 Nineteenth-century international lawyers,
according to Lauterpacht, were commonly said to have defended voluntarism. However,
upon closer look at the works of even some of the foremost ‘positivists’ like William
Edward Hall (1835-1894), Lassa Oppenheim (1858-1919) and Franz von Liszt
(1851-1919), one saw that even they had not embraced so faithfully the positivistic
creed. In the end, claims to absolute sovereignty could not but lead to denying the
binding character of international law. Therefore, scholars like Lauterpacht’s own
teacher Hans Kelsen (1881-1973) as well as Léon Duguit (1859-1928) had pointed
to the necessity of at least one basic objective rule of international law that guaranteed
the binding character of the law and transcended the sovereign will of the states.
Also, many so-called positivists had not been able to completely shut out references to
private law and to the law at large in their works.5
Second, the application of private law rules to international law clashed with ‘the
conception of the State as an entity of absolute legal and moral value’.6 According
to the positivistic creed, states fundamentally differed from persons in that they had
an absolute right to self-preservation. The sacred, in the words of Lauterpacht,
‘metaphysical’ character of states conveyed upon them interests and rights of ‘a
higher nature’.7 Surely, the state could not be submitted to rules normal people lived
4
5
6
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under. Lauterpacht once again stated that this position had proved to be untenable
and had little foundation in the historical tradition of international law. The doctrine
of the special nature of states stood at the basis of dualism, and thus of the exclusion
of individuals from the field of international law. But practice offered abundant proof
that dualism had never truly existed. Moreover, the ‘state’ as a concept originated
from the analogy of the state with the individual and the transferring of the (natural)
rights of individuals to the state. Lauterpacht quoted Hugo Grotius (1583-1645): ‘in
respect to the whole of mankind States took the place of private persons’.8
The frequent references to private law in international judiciary and arbitral practice,
according to Lauterpacht, offered proof that positivism did not offer an accurate layout
of contemporary international law. Private law analogies were far from a marginal
feature in international law, as Lauterpacht saw it. In 1927, Lauterpacht was an
unknown quantity in the world of international law. But this was soon to change.
Over the next three decades, he became one of the most prominent and influential
scholars of international law.9 Among contemporaries, Lauterpacht’s thought stands
out for its remarkable consistency. Far from retracting anything from what he had
claimed in 1927, Lauterpacht went on to construct his system of international law on
the basis thereof.10
Central to Lauterpacht’s thought was his rejection of non liquet. According to Sir
Hersch, this concept had been introduced in international law by Emer de Vattel
(1714-1767) and had developed into one of the hallmarks of positivism. It implied
that international law as a legal system was incomplete. States were only subjected to
the rule of law in so far as they themselves had consented to the existence of a certain
rule. In consequence, not all conflicts between states could be resolved through law.
Therefore, international tribunals and arbiters could refuse to adjudicate if they found
the law was incomplete and did not offer a solution to the dispute submitted to them.
Throughout his many publications, Hersch Lauterpacht fiercely attacked non liquet
as an excess of positivism.11 Though the doctrine of non liquet had met with widespread support among 19th-century scholars of international law, it had no foothold
in judicial practice. Nor should it have. In Lauterpacht’s view, international law did
8
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not fundamentally differ from municipal law. As he rejected voluntarism as well as the
special character of the state, he refused to accept the incompleteness of international
law. As was the case with the main municipal systems, international law was a complete law that provided juridical solutions to all conflicts between its subjects. There was
no distinction to be made between ‘juridical’ and ‘political’ conflicts.
Lauterpacht found support for the completeness of international law in Article 38
of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice. In addition to treaties
and international customary law, Article 38 mentioned ‘general principles of law as
recognised by civilised nations’ as one of the sources of international law that the
Court should apply. In doing so, the signatory states had expressly rejected the first
pillar of positivism: absolute voluntarism. In Lauterpacht’s own words:
So far as the science of international law is concerned, Article 38(3) had dealt a death blow to
positivism in its most important manifestation, namely in its theory of the sources of judicial
decision. It denies the fundamental tenet of positivism that custom and treaty are the only
sources upon which the judge is entitled to draw.12

In Lauterpacht’s view, the general principles had a dual function. First, they served
as a subsidiary source of law, whenever treaty and customary law were incomplete or
unsatisfactory. As such, the general principles of law served as the stopgap to fill the
lacunae left by positive international law and ensured the completeness of the law.13
Second, general principles served as the general background against which the more
specific rules from the two primary sources of international law were to be read, interpreted and understood. In Lauterpacht’s view, Article 38 was a cascade of sources
that went both ways. While there was subsidiarity in application from treaties via
custom to general principles, this last category offered a general and more universally
valid context for customs, which in turn formed the context to the background of
which treaties had to be interpreted. Positive international law was imbedded in the
‘general principles of law’.14
For Sir Hersch, these ‘general principles of law as recognised by civilised nations’
were nothing but the basic principles and features that the main law systems of the
world shared. With these, he meant in the first place municipal law systems. And as
private law, of all branches of the law, had the longest tradition and was by far the
best developed, general principles of law under Article 38 referred first and foremost
to the common heritage of (Western) national private law systems. In consequence,
the Statute had legitimated the practice of private law analogies and had given it an
essential role in the development of international law.15 In doing so, it also affirmed
that just like any other law system, international law was just a part of the law at
large, of the ‘legal experience of mankind’:
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The preceding considerations explain the nature of ‘general principles of law’. They are principles
arrived at by way of a comparison, generalization and synthesis of rules of law in its various
branches – private and public, constitutional, administrative, and procedural – common to
various systems of national law. They are the modern jus gentium in the wider sense. In the
sense here suggested, they are no more than a modern formulation of the law of nature which
played a decisive part in the formative period of international law and which underlay much
of its subsequent development. For there is no warrant for the view that the law of nature was
mere speculation which gave a legal form to deductive thinking on theology and ethics. It was
primarily a generalization of the legal experience of mankind.16

International law was not fundamentally different from other law systems. Its
deficiencies as a law system, which often failed to provide an apparent rule for a case
and the binding character of which was still often contested, had nothing to do with
its exceptional character as positivists claimed, but merely with the fact that as a body
of law it was largely underdeveloped. In referring to private law and looking for support
in private law analogies, international lawyers only turned to the best ‘the legal
experience of mankind’ had to offer further to develop their field. In Lauterpacht’s
mind, there was no alternative:
Shall international law, by refusing to admit its present imperfections and by elevating them
to the authority of legitimate and permanent manifestations of a ‘specific’ law, abdicate the
task of raising itself above the level of a primitive law of a primitive community?17

Lauterpacht’s doctrine offered a severe challenge to the positivist mainstream. He
touched upon two very contentious points of contemporary international law: the
interpretation of ‘general principles of law as recognised by civilised nations’ and non
liquet. Soviet international lawyers have denied Article 38(3) to indicate a source of
law other than treaty or customary law.18 Other international lawyers, like the Italian
Dionisio Anzilotti, understood ‘general principles’ first and foremost to be principles of
international law.19 Both groups rejected an interpretation which associated international law with the law at large. In truth, the Hague Court only very rarely invoked
Article 38(3), now Article 38(1)(c) of the Statute.20 Nevertheless, over time the majority
of 20th-century international lawyers came to accept that ‘general principles of law’
include principles derived from municipal law systems.21 Lauterpacht’s strong rejection
16
17
18
19
20
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of the doctrine of non liquet did not remain unanswered either. Most famously, Julius
Stone published an article refuting Lauterpacht’s position on the matter.22 Since then,
the question has not been settled conclusively.23
On two points, Lauterpacht’s thought has found widespread acceptance. First,
although many international lawyers do not accept the connection Lauterpacht
made between private law analogies, general principles and non liquet, the point that
private law analogies are a common feature of international law is hardly contended.
The overall majority of international lawyers implicitly accept Lauterpacht’s claims
on the existence of private law analogies as a statement of fact. Second, as the practice
of the ICJ proves, one does not need effectively to use the bridge between international
law and municipal private law systems that Article 38(1)(c) offers to overcome the
gap between them. One only needs to accept that the use of private law analogies
is condoned by Article 38. This in itself is enough to vindicate Lauterpacht’s most
fundamental claim: international law is just another part of the ‘common experience
of mankind’.

3 The Triple Function of Roman Law in International Law
Lauterpacht’s interpretation of ‘general principles of law’ in its connection to the
prohibition of non liquet was not the sole argument he used to defend private law analogies. In a less explicit way, Lauterpacht also mobilized history to strengthen his
hand. When discussing general principles derived from private law, Lauterpacht first
and foremost meant principles taken from municipal law systems. But he also
included taking inspiration from Roman law.
To him this was natural. Already in the preface to his doctoral thesis, Lauterpacht
more than once added ‘and Roman law’ to ‘private law’ without making any allowances
for it.24 Throughout the book, there are more instances of the self-evident way in
which the author associated Roman law with the general principles and common
rules of private law he discussed. After all, Lauterpacht had received his legal education
in Vienna and came from the German legal tradition. In this tradition, Roman law

22
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held a place of honour in the study of private law even until after the codification of
civil law in 1899.25
But Lauterpacht’s references to Roman law went further than almost absent-minded
associations. Roman law argument served to underpin Lauterpacht’s theory on private
law analogies in three ways. First, by referring to Roman law, Lauterpacht at least
suggested that the current reliance on private law was part of a longstanding tradition.
Second, Lauterpacht had justified taking inspiration from municipal private law
systems through linking them with the ‘general principles of law’ of Article 38 of the
Statute. The fact that many private law analogies shared a common source in Roman
law helped sustain that link. Third, Roman law offered an alternative to reliance on natural law as a ‘mere speculation which gave a legal form to deductive thinking on theology and ethics’. The common features did not have to be explained on the shaky
ground of moral natural law precepts, but could be seen as the results of the common
history of the major positive law systems of the West, or in terms of ‘natural law’ as it
was defined by Lauterpacht: the ‘generalization of the legal experience of mankind’.
But in what ways had or did Roman law play a part in the formation of international law? Though his remarks on the issue were brief and sketchy, it is possible to
discern Lauterpacht’s views from his general theory of private law analogies. Three
different roles of Roman law come to light.26
First, Lauterpacht recognized that Roman law had played a paramount role during the
formative period of international law (16th–17th centuries), and even during the 18th
century. The great authors on international law, like Albericus Gentilis (1552-1608),
Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), Richard Zouche (1590-1661) and even the ‘positivist’
Cornelius van Bynkershoek (1673-1743) had made ample use of ‘private law analogies’
derived from Roman law in articulating the emerging law of nations.27 In that
respect, Roman (private) law served as a direct historical source for current international law. And modern private law analogies were just the continuation of older
analogies of Roman law (16th-early 17th centuries) and natural law (late 17th-18/19th
centuries).
Second, for Lauterpacht Roman law was the common core under the municipal
law systems of the civil law tradition. Though its influence on English law had
certainly been smaller, it was not inexistent. Through equity, the ecclesiastical and
the admiralty courts, Roman law certainly had a foothold in the English legal tradition. For his part, the Austrian-British internationalist was not one to underscore the
differences between civil and common law. He expressly rejected the idea that these
differences had led to a fundamentally diverse approach to international law.28
25
26
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Inasmuch as common features of the main municipal private law bodies of the West
stood at the origin of rules of international law, Roman law once again came to the
fore as the historical source from which they had flowed. Next to a direct historical
impact, Roman law thus also had an indirect historical role in the development of international law. So even when the heyday of Roman law in legal science was over after
1700, it continued to be a point of reference.
Third, Lauterpacht pointed out that some 19th-century and contemporary international lawyers, especially from common law countries, directly referred to
Roman law as ratio scripta or ‘the reason of the thing’. To those authors, Roman
law by definition seemed to embody the general principles of law. Roman law rules
and concepts were considered absolute proof of what was common in the law of the
different nations and could be invoked to draft new rules of international law.29
Examples of this could also be cited from international arbitration.30 Lauterpacht
thereby suggested that Roman law still directly inspired new private law analogies
of international law. Lauterpacht was aware that this discussion on Roman law as
ratio scripta was the replaying of a similar one the natural lawyers of the 17th and
18th centuries had held. He explained the enduring high standing of Roman law
with Anglo-American writers by the fact that they, ‘though following closely the
practice of States, had never lost sight of what may be called the natural law foundation of international law’.31 And whatever claims to the contrary were made by
those writers themselves or by later historians, the international and natural lawyers
of the 17th and 18th centuries had been unable to shed Roman law completely so
that ‘natural law’, to a large extent, was nothing else than Roman law. Another
explanation, which Lauterpacht did not give, was that Roman law had a smaller
impact on national private law in common law countries than in civil law countries.
In consequence, it was more readily accepted as an autonomous source of inspiration
for international law.
Lauterpacht was critical of this Anglo-American attitude. For him, private law rules
could only be invoked as proof of ‘general principles of law’ inasmuch as they were truly
‘general’. This necessitated that those roles had to be ‘universally adopted’, which outweighed considerations of ‘legal justice’. Under ‘universal’ he understood that these
rules had at least to be found in ‘the main systems of private jurisprudence’.32 There was
no reason not to subject rules of Roman law to this ‘practical test’:
Neither is there any cogent reason for maintaining that Roman private law constitutes an
exception to the principle that rules and technicalities of particular systems of private law
must not be advanced for the purpose of interpretation and construction of treaties.33

Brief and implicit Lauterpacht’s remarks may have been, his threefold analysis of the
role of Roman law in international law was on the mark. We will adopt his views on
29
30
31
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the triple function of Roman law as a working hypothesis. However, it seems expedient
to delve somewhat deeper into the history of the interaction between Roman and
international law.
Though Lauterpacht devoted a substantial chapter of his book to the historic writers
of international law, it was not his aim to offer an elaborate historical explanation of
the use of Roman private law in the modern law of nations, but only to indicate and
substantiate it. He wanted to show that there was a long tradition of private law analogies. It spanned the period of the sovereign state system and went back all the way to
the formative period of international law. This all the more proved his point that private
law analogies were no marginal feature of international law. But by not treating the
historical relation between Roman and international law in its own right, Lauterpacht
could not address a question which is crucial for our understanding of that relation,
namely what was meant under ‘Roman law’?
Lauterpacht himself volunteered two explanations for the use of Roman law in
international law. First, private, and thus Roman, law analogies were natural during
the formative period of the law of nations because of the ‘patrimonial conception of the
State’.34 Until the 16th century, the state was considered to be the private patrimony of the prince and there was as yet no strict distinction between private and
public law. Therefore, rules of private law easily found their way to the dealings
between states, which were in fact dealings between princes. Indeed, during the
Late Middle Ages and the 16th and early 17th centuries, treaties were not fundamentally different from private law contracts. Only the great ‘classics of international
law’ from the early 17th century started to develop an autonomous doctrine of
treaty law.35
But the patrimonial conception of the state offered only part of the solution. As
Lauterpacht suggested, this historical explanation was enthusiastically supported by
positivist international lawyers because it served to corroborate their rejection of private
law analogies. As the patrimonial conception of the state became outdated, private
law analogies did too, or should have.36 There was another explanation for the historical
significance of Roman law that Lauterpacht hinted at when he wrote that ‘[i]n the
Middle Ages Roman Law was, to a large extent, coterminous with law’.37 Though the
overall majority of legal historians will find this phrase too bold and disrespectful to
the role played by canon, feudal and customary law, it has relevance to the question
at hand. In fact, Lauterpacht refers to a historic reality largely neglected by historians
of international law: that of the continuity between the medieval doctrine of the ius
commune and the early modern law of nations.38
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To understand the impact of Roman law on the modern law of nations during its
‘formative period’ (16th-17th centuries) it is imperative to grasp its significance during
the Late Middle Ages.39 From the 11th century onwards, a new science of law was
developed in the Latin West. The rediscovery of the Justinian texts and the construction of
the ‘classical’ canon law were the two ingredients for the creation of this European legal
science. The learned law, the ius commune, that had resulted from it by the 14th century,
not only had two parts, but in many respects was forged from the merging of both.
From the Late Middle Ages to the early 17th century, legal science was synonymous with
the ius commune. Though it largely remained a learned law and was not applied by
the vast majority of the secular courts in Europe, it had an enormous impact on the
development of legal practice. The ius commune was scholastic. As such its sources
had authoritative value and inspired a common ideal of law that hovered over the
many hundreds of legal systems that existed and were applied all over the West. It
was the lighthouse indicating the direction the many ships of law all had to steer to.40
What was true for the law governing relations between private persons was true
for the law governing the relations between princes, republics and the like. During
the Middle Ages, there was never an autonomous jurisprudence and literature of the
law of nations. But many lawyers, among them the greatest like Bartolus of Sassoferrato
(1314-1357) and Baldus de Ubaldis (c. 1327-1400), discussed matters we would
now classify under the law of nations. The relations between princes and republics
were as much subject to the ius commune as all other fields of the law were. After all,
the medieval jurists had no urge to treat the ‘laws of nations’ as something distinct
from the law at large. There was yet no ‘state’ to claim a special character, absolute
sovereignty and exclusive control over its territory and to exclude other entities and
private persons from the scenery of international relations.41
In applying concepts, rules and institutions from private law to the relations
between princes, the medieval jurists were helped by the confusion existing around
the Roman concept of ius gentium. Originally this term referred to the system of ‘universal’
private law that the Roman praetor peregrinus – the republican magistrate who held
jurisdiction over foreigners in Rome – had developed. From the post-classical period
onwards (after AD 250) it was considered to include questions of what we would call
‘public international law’.42 Though the Roman ius gentium was a positive law system,
39
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there was a tradition of associating it to natural law.43 After all free inhabitants of the
Roman Empire became citizens in AD 212, the distinction between the ius civile and
the ius gentium lost its practical importance and the two systems became increasingly
intermingled.
It has, however, to be underscored that one can hardly assess the impact of the
medieval civil law doctrine without taking into account that of canon law. Most
aspects of international relations discussed by jurists involved arguments from both
canon and Roman law that were inextricably intertwined. Moreover, the impact of
canon law was more direct. Canon lawyers more often addressed subjects relevant to
the law of nations than Roman law did.44 Canon law had a greater impact than
Roman law because it was the applicable law of the ecclesiastical courts, which –
ratione peccati – held jurisdiction in many disputes between princes and body politics.
In short, during the Late Middle Ages, the law of nations was not so much inspired
by the ius commune, as it was an inextricable part of it. The 16th century brought a
radical change to all this. The emergence of powerful dynastical power complexes,
the discoveries in the New World and the Reformation challenged the old European
legal order. By 1550, canon law and the papal jurisdiction had lost their basis in
somewhat half of the West. Quite suddenly, the strongest bridge between the ius
commune and international legal practice collapsed.
The 16th century also saw the rise of a new jurisprudence: humanism. Humanists
did not consider the Justinian compilation to be the embodiment of an absolute and
timeless truth as the medieval scholastics had. They knew it for what it was: a collection
of texts made by man, stemming from a specific historical context. Their concern was
not to extricate an absolute truth from the Justinian books, but to interpret them from
their original meaning and against the background of their historical context. Roman
law was still considered the most perfect embodiment of reason and justice that ever
was. But Roman law lost its absolute and timeless authority, and by consequence, it
should not, it was held, be directly applied any longer to current problems. Contemporary law and legal practice had to be formed to its example; jurists had to emulate
Roman law.45 This humanistic approach is discernible in the works of the first writers
who, from around 1600, started to develop an autonomous doctrine of the law of
nations. Gentilis and Grotius are only the most famous names in generations of jurists
and practitioners who from the early 17th century onwards tried to liberate the ius
gentium from its old, ius commune context and form it into an independent discipline.
But to mould the abundant mass of custom, treaties and rules into a systematic and
scientific framework, they had no choice than to turn to the example of the only
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pre-existing legal science, the ius commune or at least the Roman law part of it. First,
they referred to the writings of the medieval jurists and as such built further on a body
of ‘ius gentium’ that had been part of the old ius commune. Second, when creating new
rules and concepts of the law of nations, they often used Roman private law – the
classical Roman law in its humanist interpretation – as a source of inspiration and
started to use private law analogies. Grotius’ equation of the state’s personality with
that of man in nature – adopted by Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) – became a powerful
myth. With time, the writers of the modern law of nations as well as their civil law
counterparts became more critical of Roman law and found more instances of situations
in which Roman law did not provide the most reasonable or just solution. A new
criterion for the application or not for Roman law emerged: reason. Though Roman
law often proved to encompass this, it not always did.
Although canon law had lost its secular authority and humanists wanted to return
to the original Roman law, they could not undo the evolution that Roman law had
undergone during the Middle Ages nor could they shed the influence of canon law.
The merging of Roman law and canon law in medieval jurisprudence had above all
served to liberate Roman law of its casuistic technicalities by imbedding them in the
more general precepts and principles that radiated from moral theology and canon
law. However keen some humanists were to restore the original meaning of certain
institutions and concepts, one could not erase from memory doctrines like consensualism in contract law – pacta sunt servanda46 – or liability for tort. These ideas, which
were first developed in canon law, now gained the status of natural law. In other
words, inasmuch as Roman law was still considered to be the main source for the
‘reason of the thing’ and for natural law by many of the ‘classics of international law’,
as Lauterpacht had indicated,47 it had to thank this to canon law. When Lauterpacht
referred to ‘Roman law’, he in fact often meant medieval Roman law in its close
connection to canon law. Furthermore, the evolution of Roman law had not stopped
there. German Pandect-Science had continued the practice of natural lawyers to
extract portions of Roman law in the form of terms, institutions and individual rules
and to use them as building-stones for the construction of their own, contemporary
system of (private) law that had little in common with classical Roman law.
Drawing from these insights in the historical role of Roman law, we can fine-tune
Lauterpacht’s views about the three potential functions of Roman law in current international practice. From Lauterpacht’s writings, three different functions of Roman law
can be distinguished: Roman law as a direct historical source for international law,
Roman law as an indirect historical source and Roman law as ratio scripta, inspiring
new private law analogies in contemporary international law. We need to add some
remarks regarding the two first functions. This fine-tuning of Lauterpacht’s approach
mainly entails taking into account the shifting content of the term ‘Roman law’.
First, Roman private law has directly played a historical role in the development of
the law of nations. It did not only play this part during the formative period of the law
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of nations (16th-17th centuries) as Lauterpacht stated. Its influence dated as far back
as the 11th century. The direct influence of Roman law was certainly on the decrease
by the second half of the 17th century. A better insight into what that ‘Roman’ law
consisted of and what its exact meaning was at the ‘critical date’ of its impact on the
law of nations is expedient to interpret historic or even contemporary international
law. Therefore, as has been indicated above, one must clarify what is understood
under the heading of Roman law. Is it classical law or Justinian law – which is only
likely for the period of humanism, the 16th and 17th centuries – or is it Roman law as
a part of the medieval ius commune? And if the latter is true, would ‘Roman law’ then
not often refer to canon law as well?
Second, later private law analogies from the 18th, 19th or even 20th centuries that
have formed international law often imply references to elements that were originally
taken from Roman law. Here again, it will be relevant to know if Roman law means
classical, Justinian or medieval law, or if its just refers to some remnants – terms and
Latin adagia – that have found their way into the supposedly ‘Roman’ legal science of
the 19th century known as Pandect-Science.

4 Occupation of terra nullius
We will now turn to the use of argument from Roman law by the International Court of
Justice since 1945. It is not our purpose to catalogue all the references to Roman law to
be found in the judgments and advisory opinions of the Court. Such an endeavour
would not be unfeasible, but its result would be disappointing. At no point does the ICJ
expressly justify the use of a rule because it derives from Roman law. Some of the judges
in their individual opinions have, however, done so, foremost among them Judge Federico
De Castro, who served on the Court in the 1970s. Likewise, the Court very rarely
appeals to a private law analogy in order to introduce a new concept or rule.48 On the
other hand, the Court often applies rules and concepts from private law, which in the
past have found their way into international law. It also often uses general principles of
law, without expressly referring to Article 38(1)(c) of the ICJ Statute or to their private
law origins.49 Many of these can be traced back, at least in part, to Roman law. Enumerating them would leave us doing quite the same as what Lauterpacht did in the 1920s
and would lead to basically a similar inventory.50 Moreover, making such an inventory
would teach us little about the use and role of Roman law other than that international
law had adopted private law rules, many of which have a basis in Roman law.
According to doctrine, there are five traditional modes of acquisition of territory
in international law: cession, occupation, accretion, conquest or subjugation and
prescription.51 These five modes are all derived from private law in general and have
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their roots in Roman law.52 It has been said that in most cases the different modes of
acquisition cannot be isolated and separated from one another and that most titles
are composite. However, as this is not a study of the law of acquisition of territory in
international law, we will treat the two issues at hand in their own right – at least as
far as this is possible.
Robert Jennings defined occupation as ‘the appropriation by a State of a territory
which is not at the time subject to the sovereignty of any State’. According to him,
this does not imply that – in the days of colonization when occupation was invoked –
the territory was uninhabited: ‘Natives living under a tribal organization were not
regarded as a State for this purpose.’ He recognized that this attitude, which stemmed
from the 19th century, ‘may cause some embarrassment now’. Because the whole
globe is now subject to some state’s sovereignty, except for the Polar Regions, occupation
has become obsolete.53
In December 1974, the UN General Assembly asked the ICJ for an Advisory Opinion
on the Western Sahara. Resolution 3292 (XXIX) of 13 December 1974 submitted to
the Court the question whether the Western Sahara was, at the time of its colonization
by Spain, a territory belonging to no one, or terra nullius. In its opinion, the Court
clearly accepted that occupation had been considered a mode of acquisition of territory
in international law during the 19th century. In order, however, for a territory to be
open to occupation, it had to be established that ‘at the time the territory belonged to
no-one, in the sense that it was then open to acquisition through the mode of
“occupation” ’.54 The ICJ also referred to Legal Status of Eastern Greenland (1931)
where the Permanent Court of International Justice had recognized occupation of
terra nullius as ‘an original means of peaceably acquiring sovereignty’.55
The Court rejected that tribal lands, like the Western Sahara, had been appropriated
as terra nullius through occupation during the colonization of the 19th century. It
thus opposed the communis opinio of 20th-century international lawyers. The ICJ
pointed out that ‘whatever differences of opinion there may have been among jurists,
the state practice of the relevant period indicates that territory inhabitated [sic] by
tribes or peoples having a social or political organization were not regarded as terrae
nullius’. Instead, in many instances the colonial power concluded agreements with
the local tribal rulers and thus acquired sovereignty through cession, or through
other derivative modes.56 Hereby, the Court also rejected the claim that occupation
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has been or was a valid way of acquiring inhabited territories that were not under the
authority of a state – meaning a Western-style state – and demanded a stricter interpretation of terra nullius.57
In later cases, the Hague Court also referred to occupation of terra nullius in relation
to the doctrine of uti possidetis juris.58 In Frontier Dispute (1986) between Burkina
Faso and Mali, it claimed that one of the reasons the newly independent states of
Latin America invoked this doctrine during the 19th century had been to prevent the
colonial powers from laying claims on ‘uninhabited or unexplored’ territories. By taking
the borders between the different administrative parts of the defunct Spanish colonial
empire as their international borders, the new states could hold on to the same claims
regarding ‘uninhabited and unexplored’ lands within those borders as the Spanish
colonizer had. These lands had been under the sovereignty of a state for a long period
of time. Therefore, they were not terrae nullius.59 In Land, Island and Maritime Frontier
Dispute (1992) between Guatemala and Honduras, the Court repeated this reasoning,
this time referring to a 1922 arbitral award by the Swiss Federal Council between
Colombia and Venezuela:
This general principle [of uti possidetis juris] offered the advantage of establishing an absolute
rule that there was not in law on the old Spanish America any terra nullius; while there might
exist many regions which had never been occupied by the Spaniards and many unexplored or
inhabited by non-civilized natives, these regions were reputed to belong in law to whichever of
the Republics succeeded to the Spanish province to which these territories were attached to by
virtue of the old Royal ordinances of the Spanish mother country.60

Though the ICJ had found little practical use for occupation of terra nullius, it sustained
it as one of the theoretical modes of acquisition of sovereignty over land territory in
international law.61 It is a clear instance of the adoption by international law of a
concept that had a basis in Roman law. In this case, the Roman law analogy dates
back to the formative period of international law.
Terra nullius is not a notion from classical Roman law. Occupation, however, is.
According to the jurists of the classical period (50 BC – AD 250) occupatio was one of the
natural modes of acquisition. It did not pertain to the ius civile nor to the ius praetorium –
the application of which was restricted to Roman citizens – but to the ius gentium – the
law applied in Roman courts to cases in which foreigners were involved. Furthermore,
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occupatio was originally not designed as a way of acquiring title over land. There were
three juridical situations in which occupatio could be invoked. First, it was a way of
acquiring res nullius. In practice, this only applied to wild animals, fish and res hostilis,
enemy property taken on Roman soil during war.62 Gaius (c. AD 160) formulated the
general rule that everything which belonged to nobody could be acquired through occupation. According to him, this comprised everything to be found on land, in the sea and
in the air. Land itself was not included.63 The only explicit reference to land to be found in
this context is the case of an island rising from the sea (insula in mari nata).64 The application of the rule of occupation in this uncommon situation probably resulted from an
analogous interpretation of acquisition of fish and other things taken from the sea.
Second, also res derelictae or abandoned goods could be subject to occupation.65
This category could include land. Occupation here only led to a title of ownership in
civil law if the res derelicta was a res nec mancipi. Land in Italy was therefore
excluded.66 Under the ius civile provincial land was always state-owned, so a title of
ownership in civil law was not possible there. This kind of land could only be acquired
under the ius gentium. In any case, res derelicta was, just like the third one, a category
distinct from res nullius. Third, one could acquire property by occupation of a lost and
found treasure. The treasure had to be lost for such a period of time that it had
become impossible to determine who was the rightful owner.67
There is not much more to be found in Roman law that can serve as a basis for
occupation of terra nullius in international law. Occupatio as a way of acquiring
vacant land came to the fore only in the era of the migration of the Germanic peoples
and the fall of the Roman Empire (5th century and after).68 Occupation of terra nullius
took a strong foothold in the law of nations during the Age of Discoveries (16th-17th
centuries). The discovery of the New World forced the European powers to develop
rules about the attribution of the newly discovered lands. For this purpose, the feudal
and local customary laws that formed the basis for the territorial divisions within the
Latin West were inappropriate. There were no feudal or customary titles for the new
territories which could substantiate the claim of one prince vis-à-vis his European
counterparts, while the feudal and local law systems were completely irrelevant to
the native peoples. The authority of the Pope to dispose of the non-Christian lands,
which had its foundations in some precepts taken from medieval canon law – more
particularly from the writings of Cardinal Hostiensis (c. 1200-1270)69 – was equally
unsatisfactory. Between 1493 and 1506, the Popes Alexander VI (1492-1503) and
Julius II (1503-1511) promulgated several edicts, among which the bull Inter Caetera
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(1493), which attributed all territories beyond a line 100 miles westward of the Azores
and the Cape Verde Islands to either Spain or Portugal. While Spain and Portugal
would later invoke the papal edicts to defend their titles to the newly discovered territories and their exclusive right to navigate the oceans ‘beyond the line’,70 it is far from
certain that the Popes intended to attribute political authority to the Iberian powers.
According to one interpretation, the papal decisions only granted the Iberian monarchs the right to spread the faith to the Indies.71 Whatever the case, papal authority
to divide the outer-European world was challenged from the beginning, both by
Iberian, Catholic writers such as Vitoria,72 and by non-Iberian Catholic and Protestant writers such as Gentilis and Grotius.73 Therefore, it became necessary to formulate new titles to the territories in the Indies. One of these alternative titles was
occupatio of terra nullius.
Vitoria expressly stated that the lands of the natives could not be considered terrae
nullius. He claimed that ‘the barbarians possessed true public and private dominion’.74
But at the same time he recognized that occupation of terra nullius was, generally
speaking, a valid title to territory under the law of nations:
The law of nations, on the other hand, expressly states that goods which belong to no owner
pass to the occupier. Since the goods in question here had an owner, they do not fall under
this title.75

By the end of the 16th century, occupation of terra nullius was established as a
mode of acquiring territory under the doctrine of the law of nations.76 Most writers
from the Spanish neo-scholastic school such as Domingo de Soto (1495-1560) as
well as Protestant jurists such as Gentilis and Grotius accepted that occupation
constituted a valid way of acquiring terra nullius. Their arguments, as well as those of
most writers in the 17th and 18th centuries, were concerned with what constituted
terra nullius and whether native lands were considered terra nullius or not. The rule
itself was not placed in doubt. Contrary to what Vitoria had upheld, Grotius and some
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later writers of the 17th century found that under some circumstances native lands,
though inhabited, were to be considered terrae nullius.77
Vitoria vested the right to occupy vacant land in natural law.78 He referred to a
fragment from Justinian’s Institutes (2.1.12), where it was stated that the right to
occupy res nullius was dictated by natural reason. The compilers of the Justinian book
had taken the fragment from Gaius’ Institutes.79 For Gentilis too ‘the seizure of vacant
places is regarded as law of nature’.80 He included references to the Digest (41.1.3) as
well as to some medieval and 16th-century Roman and canon law texts, next to – in
line with the humanist tradition – historical examples taken from the Roman historians
such as Livy or Tacit.
In making references to the Digest and the medieval tradition of Roman law,
Gentilis was confronted with the problem that occupation, as it was understood by the
jurists and canonists of the Middle Ages and the 16th century, did not apply to land.
The humanist Andreas Alciatus (1492-1550) had defended the notion that Roman
law did not sanction the taking of land, since all land had to belong to somebody. At
the very least, it was commonly and correctly believed that Roman law provided that
all land belonged to some ruler and that his was the right to dispose of the land.81 One
canon lawyer from the 15th century, Franciscus Aretinus, accepted that private
persons could obtain title to vacant land by cultivating it.82 But as Richard Tuck
recently remarked, none of the jurists and canonists from the ius commune tradition
accepted that ‘vacant’ land could be taken in this way against the will of the ruler.83
In his major work, De jure belli ac pacis libri tres, the Dutch humanist Grotius distinguished (private) property – dominium – from (public) jurisdiction – imperium. Wasteland
was liable to occupation. Grotius considered uncultivated or unsettled lands of
nomadic hunters or pasturers to be wasteland. Ownership could be acquired by any
individual who chose to settle on the land or cultivate it. The ruler, who held jurisdiction, was not allowed to prevent an individual, whether a foreigner or not, from doing
so because this was the individual’s natural right. As such it stood on the same level
as the right of communication and free passage, on which Grotius had founded the
freedom of navigation. In making this distinction, Grotius did not aim to align his
doctrine with the ius commune. His purposes were opportunistic. Grotius’ double
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approach allowed the Dutch trading companies to claim the natural right to take
vacant land – under which Grotius also understood uncultivated and unsettled land
such as the hunting grounds and pasture land of nomadic peoples – without having
to challenge at all times the political authority of local rulers, which pertained to the
positive, municipal law.84 More importantly, Grotius also needed the distinction
between property and jurisdiction to deny the possibility of ownership over the high
sea, without rejecting the possibility of jurisdiction over certain stretches of water. His
dual approach suited the policies of the Dutch India Companies with regard to their
European competitors as well as the native rulers in the early 17th century.85
The colonization of the 18th and 19th centuries, particularly of Africa and Australia,
brought the doctrine of occupation of vacant land to the fore.86 Most of the debate
concerned the questions of what was to be considered terra nullius and what were the
conditions of an effective occupation. The positivist international lawyers of the 19th
century, who only recognized states in their Western form as subjects of international
law, held that non-state entities could not hold sovereignty, so that their lands were
terrae nullius. Recent research on the colonization of Africa during the 19th century
has shown that, in contrast to what the ICJ claimed in its Western Sahara Opinion of
1975, the doctrine of terra nullius was often relied upon.87 The second debate, on the
conditions of occupation, related to the question whether discovery constituted a
valid title.88 Accepting discovery as title at least presupposed a very extensive interpretation of the corporeal element in the Roman concept of occupation. But the basic
rule on terra nullius itself was left untouched.89
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exclude all other European powers from acquiring land from the Indians: Anaya, supra note 73, 16-18;
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pointed out, at the same time its future application was blocked by the newly independent states of Latin
America in the early 19th century through the introduction of the doctrine of uti possidetis. This did not,
however, prevent it from being applied in disputes with some European powers over some territories on
the subcontinent, and it certainly did not lead to its general discrediting under international law: Castellino
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Occupation of vacant land as a mode of acquisition of territory was introduced in international law during the Age of Discoveries. The concept of occupatio was taken from classical Roman law and the notion of terra nullius was closely related to another Roman law
concept, res nullius. Inst. 2.1.12 and Dig. 41.1.3 pr. stated that, according to natural reason, something which belonged to nobody could be occupied. The writers of the early
modern period articulated their rule on the basis of a close analogy to classical Roman law.
But to apply the rule to land was another matter. Roman law did not recognize the
occupation of land. Both medieval and early modern jurists had been aware of this
and had upheld the concept. Only in canon law, occupation of real property could
constitute a title. Confronted with this problem, both Gentilis and Grotius turned to a
solution that Gaius himself had offered and Vitoria and other neo-scholastic writers
had already turned to. The early-modern writers on international law considered
occupation of vacant land to be a precept from natural law. They took the Roman
concept of occupation, stripped it from its particulars and technicalities, which they
banned from the sphere of positive law, and thus created a general principle of natural
law. From thereon forwards, the exclusion of land in Roman law could be considered
a concretization in positive law of a natural precept.90 This touched upon the problem
for which the writers on the law of nations of the 16th and early 17th centuries tried
to formulate an answer. In relation to the ‘Indians’ and other non-European peoples,
the medieval ius gentium as part of the ius commune was obsolete. Natural law came to
replace it and had to serve as the basis for a new ius gentium that transcended the
Latin West. On the basis of some general precepts of natural law, a more detailed body
of universal rules had to be construed. In practice, these general precepts were distilled
from the ‘legal experience’ of Christianity, which meant from the scholarly tradition
of Thomistic moral philosophy and of the ius commune. From the abundance of technical
and sophisticated rules, procedures and concepts Roman law offered, general principles
and rules were derived. The technicalities themselves were given up, as part of positive
law, which no longer held authority for the drafting of the law of nations.
This process of generalization was nothing less than a continuation of a long and
gradual process started within the context of the late-medieval ius commune tradition
under the influence of canon law. In this process, Vitoria’s vesting of occupatio in
natural law was seminal, but not final. His natural law was not yet a truly universal
natural law in the sense that it was completely independent from Christian notions of
morality. His goal was to pass judgment over the American Indians in the light of
natural moral precepts that stood in the Thomistic tradition of moral philosophy and
natural law.91 Nevertheless, he rejected the notion that the Indians were subject to
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imperial or papal authority and law and thereby justified divorcing the concept from
positive Roman law and stripping it from its technicalities. Only from Grotius onwards
did natural law become less coterminous with Christian morality and the Thomistic
tradition and came to be perceived as truly universal. This would further stimulate
the process of abstraction of old juridical notions.92
When the international lawyers of the 18th and 19th centuries turned occupation of territory into a concept of positive international law, history came full circle.
Out of the specific practice of the Roman praetor peregrinus regarding wild animals,
fish and the like, Gaius had construed a general precept of ‘natural reason’ that
made all res nullius liable to occupation. The writers of the 16th and 17th centuries
did much the same again. The bridge between Roman private law and the new law
of nations was natural law. From the particulars of Roman law as it was known in
the ius commune tradition, the founders of the modern law of nations distilled the
general rule of occupation as a precept of natural law. From then onwards, international lawyers could construe specific rules of positive international law around it.
In other words, the modern international lawyers adopted a general principle that
the Romans had articulated as a principle of ‘natural law’, but gave it a new field of
application in positive law.
The age-old terminological confusion around ius gentium – universal private law or
law of nations? – was instrumental to legitimate the use of Roman law and the ius
commune to determine what the rules of natural law and the new ius gentium were.
But it was its association to natural law that truly bridged the gap. The new ius
gentium (law of nations) was now based on natural law,93 just as the old Roman ius
gentium (in the sense of private law) had been associated with it by some Roman
lawyers.94

5 Acquisitive Prescription
Acquisitive prescription ranks among the five modes of acquiring territory in international law. It has been defined as ‘the result of the peaceable exercise of de facto
sovereignty for a very long period over territory subject to the sovereignty of another’.95
It does not apply to terra nullius.96 Doctrine distinguishes three different types of
acquisition through lapse of time.97 First, there is ‘immemorial possession’. It involves
a situation which has been in place for so long that there is no certainty about its
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origins. It may be legal or illegal, but it is presumed legal. ‘Immemorial possession’ is
not derived from Roman law. It stems from medieval customary law and, therefore,
will not be discussed.98 Second, there is a type of acquisitive prescription, which international lawyers have recognized as being close to the Roman usucapio. The conditions
for acquisition under usucapio in Roman law were, as Johnson enumerated them: ‘(a)
A thing susceptible of ownership (res habilis); (b) An, albeit defective, title of some kind
(justus titulus), such as sale, gift, or legacy; (c) Good faith (fides); (d) Possession (possessio),
implying physical control (corpus) and the intention to possess as owner (animus); (e)
The possession must be uninterrupted for a period of time defined by law (tempus).’99
Third, from this second kind usucapio mala fide can be distinguished. Johnson stated
that Roman law allowed this in at least one case.100 Both with usucapio bona and
mala fide, prescription serves to validate a title, which is – unbeknown or known to
the possessor – in its origin defective.101 Ever since the days of Grotius, there has been
considerable discussion on the contents and function of the last two types, while some
of the leading international lawyers of the 19th century such as Fedor von Martens
(1845-1909) and Alphonse Rivier (1835-1898) disputed their place in international
law.102 According to Johnson, they were at fault in doing so because they ‘paid too
much attention to detail and insufficient attention to principle’. He referred to their
argument that, unlike private law, international law had not laid down fixed times
for prescription.103
What Johnson, Brownlie and other international lawyers referred to as usucapio
stemmed actually from pre-Justinian, classical Roman law. It was a concept from the
ius civile and pertained to all goods subject to ownership under the ius civile. As such,
it included res mancipi such as land within Italy (praedia Italica).104 Under Justinian
law, however, usucapio only applied to movables. For other goods, such as land, there
was praescriptio longi temporis, which also necessitated justus titulus and bona fides. A
period of 10 (for Italian land) or 20 years (for provincial land) had to lapse. Furthermore, there was the praescriptio longissimi temporis of 30 years. Here, no title was
necessary, but prescription only had an acquisitive effect if there was good faith. If
not, the 30-year prescription was only extinctive.105 It was these concepts from
Justinian law that the medieval and early modern jurists revived. Both the civil and
the canon lawyers of the Middle Ages continued to demand good faith for the transfer of ownership. During the 17th and 18th centuries, some prominent jurists such
as Antoine Loysel (1536-1617) and Joseph Pothier (1699-1772) dropped this
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condition. From then on, the praescriptio longissimi temporis mala fide found its way to
the Code civil.106
Prescription had been invoked as a mode of transferring sovereignty over territory
long before the 18th century. In the 14th century, Bartolus applied prescription to
public authority. According to the Bologna jurist, the Emperor’s universal authority
could be lost with regard to a certain territory through prescription.107 Bartolus did
not propose this view in the context of a discussion on the different modes of transferring
territory. His remarks are to be situated in the context of his distinction between de
facto and de iure jurisdiction and sovereignty, which served to defend the autonomy of
the Italian princes and city republics in the face of the universal authority of the
Roman Emperor.108 Many jurists and canonists of the Late Middle Ages and the 16th
century repeated his views.109 Grotius expressed doubts about the application of prescription for the transfer of sovereignty over territory. First, he stated that prescription did not fall under natural law. Second, he asked whether it was applicable
under the positive law of nations. He argued that, as the sovereign law-makers were
not bound by their own laws or will, it was difficult to consider them bound by their
behaviour. Acquisitive prescription, which belonged to the Roman ius civile, could
therefore not be applied to the law of nations.110 During the 17th and 18th centuries,
the application of prescription under natural law and the law of nations remained a
matter of debate.111 In the 19th and early 20th centuries, it gained acceptance as one
of the modes of acquisition of territory among many international lawyers, most of
them from common law countries.112 Since in common law, a fixed term is not constitutive to prescription, but the passing of time just serves as proof for the regularity of
the situation, the adoption of prescription in international law was more natural to
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common lawyers than to their colleagues from civil law countries.113 Prescription,
however, did not hold a place among the important arguments to legitimate the
European expansion outside the old continent and had little practical value in the
ages of discovery and colonization.114
This is no different today. There are no instances of a pure application of praescriptio
bona or mala fide in recent international legal practice.115 Acquisitive prescription
serves to affirm the rights of the holder of a defective title. It is supposed to attribute
title to the state, which can prove a peaceable or undisturbed116 possession of the territory over a long period of time. It does not involve an assessment of the claims or
titles of other states, which it is supposed to overrule. But in all cases brought before
international tribunals or arbitrators, competing acts of sovereignty or possession of
different states had to be weighed against one another.117 In consequence, there is no
example of an international adjudication to be cited where ‘acquisitive prescription’
in the sense of the Roman usucapio served as the sole title. In brief, ‘prescription’ in the
sense of usucapio had been found too strict and unsatisfactory for the purpose of dispute
settlement over territory. A broader category was needed.
This does not imply that acquisitive prescription served no purpose in the shaping
of international law. It has been said that international law in this context began ‘to
outgrow its origins in the categories of Roman law’.118 Acquisitive prescription
evolved away from its sources into something different, known as ‘peaceful and continuous display of State authority’ or ‘effective occupation’. In the formulation of this
doctrine, prescription had played together with occupation sensu stricto. International legal doctrine distinguishes acquisitive prescription from occupation. While
occupation concerns terra nullius, prescription concerns territory over which another
state had sovereignty before.119 However, there is common ground for the two concepts
to stand on. In both cases, effective occupation of territory is involved. While in the case
of terra nullius there is an analogy with the Roman concept of occupatio, in the case of
prescription effective occupation in fact refers to the Roman concept of possessio.120
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The broadening of prescription was already clear in the thought of the earlier proponents of acquisitive prescription, among whom was Paul Fauchille (1858-1926).121
Fauchille labelled four conditions for acquisitive prescription in international law.
First, possession had to be exercised à titre de souverain. Not only should the state display state sovereignty, it also could not recognize any other state’s sovereignty to the
territory concerned. Second, possession should be peaceful and uninterrupted. In its
most extreme interpretation, this meant that the possession had to go unchallenged.
Third, possession should be public. Fourth, it must persist.122 Fauchille took these
conditions from the French Civil Code.123 They remind us of the maxim nec vi, nec
clam, nec precario from the Roman law of possession.124 But Fauchille did not consider
whether the possession was bona fide or not, nor whether there was a justus titulus. In
making the concept more suitable for the purposes of states, Fauchille went a long
way in watering down acquisitive prescription to something that is remarkably close
to effective occupation as it was subsequently developed by international tribunals
and arbitrators. Later authors followed suit.125 They dropped justus titulus and bona
fides as conditions and found themselves unable to stipulate a fixed lapse of time.126
In the end, only peaceful and undisturbed possession, in the sense of the exercise of
sovereign authority – corpore and animo – remained.
Around 1900, in several international arbitral awards and cases before municipal
courts, ‘prescription’ was invoked in a territorial dispute.127 Here too, it turned out to
be a broader category than in Roman law and came close to effective occupation. The
term prescription was not used in an international forum by the court or the arbitrators
themselves. In Boundary Dispute between British Guiana and Venezuela (1899) the conditions forwarded by Phillimore for prescription were quoted: ‘publicity, continued
occupation, absence of interruption, aided no doubt generally both morally and
legally by the employment of labour and capital . . . or the absence of any attempt to
exercise proprietary rights by the former possessor’.128 In Grisbadarna (1909) the parties based their claim on prescription. Although the arbitrators did not use the term
prescription, they acknowledged ‘that it is a well-established principle that it is necessary
to abstain as much as possible from changing the order of things’.129 In Chamizal
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(1911) the US claimed title to the disputed tract on the border with Mexico on the
basis of prescription, which it defined as the ‘undisturbed, uninterrupted, and unchallenged’ possession since 1848. ‘Without thinking it necessary to discuss the very
controversial question as to whether the right of prescription . . . is an accepted principle of the law of nations’, the arbitrators nevertheless rejected the claim because the
possession did not live up to the conditions forwarded by the US. According to them,
the possession of the territory had to be peaceable. More was meant under this term than
the absence of violence; diplomatic protest sufficed to prevent prescription. The possession
had to involve the display of sovereignty by the possessor; the other party could not have
opposed this. ‘Peaceable’ thus meant acquiescence by the opposing party.130 In several
other municipal and international cases, acquiescence by the opposing party also turned
out to be an important element in the evaluation of a claim based on prescription.131
Island of Las Palmas (1928) is the classical point of reference for the doctrine of effective
occupation. Max Huber, the arbitrator, stated that there is a common core in prescription and occupation, and that is peaceable possession. Huber attributed to this
possession an autonomous power to create title. Acts of occupation or possession
were thereby promoted to constitutive elements of title. In the context of prescription,
these acts only constitute evidence for the possession, which in its turn is a condition
for prescription.132 The element of possession, now referred to in terms of ‘continuous
and peaceful display of territorial sovereignty’, was allowed to transcend its Roman
law sources.133 In Eastern Greenland (1931), the Permanent Court of International
Justice stated that to constitute title ‘continued display of authority’ necessitated ‘the
intention and will to act as sovereign, and some actual exercise or display of such
authority’.134 The intentional element, animus, has a positive as well as a negative
aspect to it: the occupying state has to claim sovereignty and cannot accept the sovereignty of another state.135 The limitation of the corporeal element of occupation or
possession to the ‘display of territorial sovereignty’ makes effective occupation further
drift away from its private law origins.136 Furthermore, settlement by private persons
acting in their own names – except in the case of subsequent state authorization –
and discovery fall under the definition of effective occupation. But as Huber has stated
it, what constitutes a ‘display of territorial sovereignty’ has to be assessed in the light
of the specific circumstances of the case:
Manifestations of territorial sovereignty assume, it is true, different forms, according to conditions of time and place. Although continuous in principle, sovereignty cannot be exercised in
fact at every moment on every point of a territory.137
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Huber seemed to imply that international law could not come any closer to private
law prescription, as he indicated continuous and peaceful display of sovereignty as
‘so-called prescription’.138
The doctrine of effective occupation goes a long way in capturing international
legal practice.139 It is built on elements from the doctrines both of occupation of terra
nullius and acquisitive prescription and engulfs them at the same time.140 International tribunals and arbitrators in reality even use more different criteria to weigh the
specific claims of the parties and attribute to them value according to the circumstances of the case. Possession and exercise of sovereignty are only two among recognition, acquiescence, preclusion, affiliations of the inhabitants, geographical, economic
and historical considerations.141
Acquisitive prescription as derived from Roman law had been constitutive in the
formation of the doctrine of effective occupation. Does this also appear from the practice of the International Court of Justice? What is its current role in the application of
the doctrine by the Court? In none of the cases regarding land territory has the case
turned on acquisitive prescription. Some individual opinions show that it is disputed
whether acquisitive prescription is recognized under international law. In his separate opinion on the Judgment on Jurisdiction and Admissibility in Nicaragua (1986),
Judge Mosler stated that acquisitive prescription is ‘a general principle of law within
the meaning of Article 38, paragraph 1(c) of the Statute, by which lapse of time may
remedy deficiencies of formal legal acts’.142 But in his separate opinion in Land, Island
and Maritime Frontier (1992), Judge Torres Bernardez called acquisitive prescription
‘a highly controversial concept which, for my part, I have the greatest difficulty in
accepting as an established institute of international law’.143
There are quite some cases concerning land territory where effective occupation
has played a significant role. In Minquiers and Ecrehos (1953), the ICJ weighed the
respective historic rights of France and England on these islets in the Channel, going
back to the 13th century.144 The Court analysed which of the parties had held possession,
a concept it equated with sovereignty. Different sorts of factual and juridical elements,
ranging from feudal rights to hydrographical surveys, were taken into account.
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While the Court did not define the ‘rule’ it based its Judgment on, from the evidence it
considered one can deduce the elements which constituted title according to the
Court. As it had been established before in case law and doctrine, possession meant
the exercise of sovereignty. There was both a factual and an intentional element.
While the Court concentrated on state activity, it also considered that some deeds
proved the will of the state to act as sovereign. What the Court called ‘possession’ and
‘sovereignty’ was nothing less than effective occupation.145
In the years around 1960 effective occupation was referred to in several cases.146
The ICJ very much sustained what it did in Minquiers and Ecrehos to the point of not
clearly defining the conditions for title through effective occupation. An example of
the blur the Court has created for the law as regards prescription and possession is
offered by Right of Passage over Indian Territory (1960). Portugal claimed a right of
passage for some villages it was said to have sovereignty over and which were
surrounded by Indian territory. The Court accepted the Indian interpretation of the
1779 Treaty, on the basis of which Portugal defended its sovereignty. According to
India and the Court, the Treaty had only granted the right to levy a tax on the
villages. But when the British had taken over sovereignty of India, they had:
found and left . . . the Portuguese in occupation of, and in exercise of exclusive authority over
the villages. The Portuguese held themselves out as sovereign over the villages. The British did
not, as successors of the Marathas, themselves claim sovereignty, nor did they accord express
recognition of Portuguese sovereignty, over them. The exclusive authority of the Portuguese
over the villages was never brought in question. Thus Portuguese sovereignty over the villages
was recognized by the British in fact and by implication and was subsequently tacitly recognized
by India. As a consequence the villages comprised in the Maratha grant acquired the character
of Portuguese enclaves within Indian territory.147

According to the Judgment, Portugal had gained sovereignty over the villages
through the acquiescence of the British and the Indian Government in a situation the
British found, or better misunderstood. But the Court did not specify what mode of
acquiring territorial sovereignty it applied. Elements of effective occupation, including
acquiescence (continuous and peaceful display of sovereignty) were present, but the
Court chose not to go into the legal basis for its decision.148
Moreover, in these and later cases, the Court has not been consistent or clear in its
use of terms.149 In its judgments, the Court responds to the claims brought forward by
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the parties and often does not go further than to adopt their terminology. Effectivités,
possession, display of territorial sovereignty, effective occupation and effective administration have all been used without much discrimination. One may say that these are
all terms referring to a broad doctrine of ‘effective occupation’. Over time, effectivités
has become the preferred term.
Over the last two decades, the Court has shed more light on the doctrine of effective
occupation. First, the Court does not use a strict definition of what actions constitute
effective occupation because it cannot. Like in Minquiers and Ecrehos, the Court judges
on effective occupation in relative terms. It weighs the different effectivités forwarded
by the parties. This does not only include an evaluation of the positive actions of the
parties, but also of their reactions to the actions of the other, or lack thereof (acquiescence).150 There are no absolute, but only relative, prerequisites. This, logically and
necessarily, also pertains to the condition of ‘peaceful’ possession (acquiescence). This
is another difference with prescription as it was interpreted by Fauchille and other
authors, as well as by the arbitrators in Chamizal. Acquiescence is just one, if an
important, element to be taken into consideration in the weighing of actions of the
parties.151
Second, some recent cases offer slightly more information on the criteria the Court
uses in the evaluation of effectivités. The activities involving exercise of jurisdiction
have to pertain to the disputed territory itself.152 They may either be actions by the
state itself in the exercise of its sovereignty,153 or be individual actions authorized by
the state,154 or be actions of corporations and companies licensed by the state.155 In
line with that which is stated in Eastern Greenland, the Court acknowledged on several
occasions that in some circumstances – as in the matter of a dispute over a very small
island – very little action may be sufficient.156
Third, in Frontier Dispute (1986), the Court clarified the relative position of claims
based on effective occupation in regard to claims based on title and acquiescence to a
pre-existing title. The Court stated that it only turns to the weighing of effectivités if
none of the litigants holds a title.157 This was made transparent in two judgments of
the Court from 2002. In Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria
(2002), the ICJ did not attribute much value to effective occupation, as one of the
litigants held a conventional title to the disputed territories.158 In Sovereignty over
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Pulau Litigan and Pulau Sipadan (2002), the Court found that none of the parties held title
and thus turned to weighing the effectivités forwarded as proof of effective occupation.159
As such, effective occupation seems to have grown as a distinct and autonomous
mode of acquisition.
Fourth, perusal of the relevant cases of the ICJ shows us that the key element of
effective occupation or effectivités is the effective exercise of territorial jurisdiction or
sovereignty (corpus).160 From the evidence considered by the Court in the different
cases, it is also clear that an intention to act as sovereign is implied (animus). In Sovereignty over Pulau Litigan and Pulau Sipadan (2002) the Court expressly stated the need
for the activities to be ‘acts à titre de souverain reflecting the intention and will to act in
that capacity’.161
Effective occupation in the sense of the exercise of territorial jurisdiction of sovereignty is closely analogous to possession in property law.162 The doctrine of effective
occupation takes more from private law prescription than the element of possession,
equated with sovereignty. Although theoretically effective occupation could be
thought not to involve a lapse of time and momentary occupation could suffice, the
Court – and most scholars – did not take this approach. In order to establish whether
a state took effective control over a territory, the Court normally examines its deeds
performed over a certain period.163 Moreover, in the weighing of facts and claims, it
matters whether the exercise of sovereignty has been peaceful or not, uninterrupted
or not, public or not, even if the Court has not been explicit on these points. The
phrase ‘continuous and peaceful display of sovereignty’, as used in the much-quoted
Las Palmas Case, already seems to encompass all these conditions.
But, this does not constitute prescription in the sense of – any – Roman law. There
are no fixed terms. Nor is the public or the peaceful or the continuous character of
the possession an absolute condition. The claims of the parties are weighed, and the
one providing the most convincing evidence for the most convincing behaviour as
sovereign – including acquiescence – wins the case. Thus, effective occupation has
shed most of the particulars Roman law attached to usucapio, praescriptio longi terminis
and even praescriptio longissimi terminis. This process of generalization is historically
analogous to what happened in private law. There was already such an evolution
from classical to Justinian Roman law. By the 18th century, civil lawyers accepted
that prescription could lead to title after 30 years, even when the possession was mala
fide. What modern and current international lawyers have made from acquisitive
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prescription may have been quite unrecognizable for the Roman jurists, but the process of transformation is analogous to what happened in the tradition of the civil law.
It remains to be seen whether the doctrine of effective occupation leaves any room
for acquisitive prescription as a distinct category, more faithful to private law. While
some textbooks continue to name prescription as a distinct category, it is not clear
what its relation to effective occupation could be. As was indicated above, it does not
serve any practical purpose as a means to affirm a putative or defective title.164 And
what would be its exact contents? The ICJ has not yet shed a clear light on the matter.
Kasikili/Sedudu (1999) is interesting in this respect. Namibia had invoked ‘prescription’
as an alternative title to the treaty of 1890 upon which the dispute turned. However,
what Namibia meant by acquisitive prescription was nothing other than what
Fauchille had understood it to be, as it repeated his four conditions. As it was said
before, this was not the ‘acquisitive prescription’ from private law, but something
that had been watered down and adapted to the context of international law.
Whether the title Namibia claimed can rightly be called ‘prescription’ and whether,
as Namibia seemed to imply, it is to be distinguished from effective occupation are
questions which were not addressed by the Court. The ICJ evaded a discussion on the
matter by stating that the parties agreed that prescription was a rule of international
law. The judges then found that Namibia, however, had not fulfilled the four conditions
it had brought to the fore itself.165

6 Conclusion
Three potential roles of Roman law in current international law have been defined by
way of hypothesis. First, both occupation and prescription, were already discussed by
the fathers of the modern law of nations of the 16th and 17th centuries. As these
early modern ‘international lawyers’ were still in the process of emancipating the ius
gentium from the ius commune, from extracting the law of nations from the intellectual
framework of the law at large, it came naturally to them to take inspiration from the
ius commune and its Roman part. Moreover, in both cases they continued applying
rules of Roman law to the relations between princes and peoples, as had been done in
the late medieval era. As such, Roman law played a historical role in the formation of
the modern law of nations. Under the heading ‘Roman law’, however, should be
understood the learned civil law as part of the medieval tradition of the ius commune.
This ‘Roman law’ does fulfil the first of the three potential functions that were defined.
Second, from the 16th to the 20th century, both occupation and prescription were
moulded to suit the needs of international relations.166 In general, this meant that the
particular technicalities which limited the scope and application of the rules under
Roman law were thrown overboard and the concepts were reconstructed as general
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principles. Until the 18th century, the writers of the law of nations felt obliged to legitimate their deflections from Roman law. The intellectual construction that natural
law was served an important purpose here. It hovered as an ideal and general body of
law over all systems of positive law. It was filled with concepts and rules taken from
the medieval tradition of the ius commune and, under the influence of humanistic
jurisprudence, from classical and Justinian Roman law, which were then transformed into more abstract and general principles. From there, these could find their
way to the modern law of nations. As such, natural law became pretty much what
the ius gentium had been to the Romans.167 More than just being an interesting parallel in history partly based on terminological confusion, this indicates how much the
law of nations was intertwined with the law at large in the Western legal tradition.
The intuitive views that Lauterpacht expressed in his Private Law Sources and Analogies
on the role of natural law during the early modern period and its relations to Roman
law amount to the same.168 He, however, underestimated that in many cases, the process of generalization and abstraction that was done under the wings of natural law,
continued processes started during the Late Middle Ages under the wings of canon
law.
Thus, from the 16th to the early 20th century, Roman law continued to feed private law analogies in international law. Its influence was mostly indirect. Roman law
served to inspire natural law and was – together with canon law – the common
ground under the leading private law systems of the West. As the concepts and rules
taken from Roman law were all adapted to the purposes of states, classical, Justinian
and medieval Roman law were used and misused without little discretion. By the
18th century, Roman law had lost its authority, but it still loomed as the treasure
house of the Western tradition of private law, where all the great principles and ideas
of the law in general could be found.
Third, there are no instances in the judgments of the ICJ of a direct appeal to
Roman law as evidence of what is commonly accepted to be law or general principles
of law. Roman law has historically inspired private law analogies, but this has ceased.
Roman law has ceased to be considered ratio scripta.
Today, Roman law only holds a place in international law from the perspective of
history. First, during the formative period of the modern law of nations, precepts were
adopted from Roman law because they belonged to the ius commune, which for centuries had served as the law applied to relations between princes and peoples as well as
individuals. Second, once the law of nations had become a distinct body of law,
Roman law continued to feed it. Many general rules of natural law, which were said
to form the basis of the law of nations, were extracted from Roman law through
inductive reasoning. It is an example of what Lauterpacht called ‘the generalization
of the legal experience of mankind’. In all, these conclusions run parallel to the role
that Lauterpacht attributed to Roman law in an intuitive way.
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This analysis of the interaction between Roman and international law confirms
Lauterpacht’s claim that international law is not a totally autonomous body of law.
Through Roman law, international law shares much of its history with the main
municipal private law systems. The fact that the Roman material was thoroughly
moulded to the needs of international law does nothing to reaffirm that the state
differs in an absolute way from the individual as a moral and legal person, nor that
international law is an absolutely voluntary system as the positivists of the early 20th
century would have it. The changes are not dissimilar from the adaptations that the
same rules underwent in municipal law systems. Most involve a degree of abstraction
necessary to apply the rule to a context different from the original context of Roman law.
As modern international law had to adapt the rules it took from private law to a
vast extent, researching these historical affiliations will in most cases serve little else
than man’s – not so fashionable – urge to know his history. But at the same time this
history reminds us that the laws governing the relations between men and between
body politics stem from the same sources and share the same basic concepts and
rules.

